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Details of Visit:

Author: olderguy
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 19 Dec 2018 14:30
Duration of Visit: 1.5 Hours
Amount Paid: 480
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: GFE Massage Manchester
Website: http://www.gfemassagemanchester.co.uk
Phone: 01617640218

The Premises:

gfe manchester is well reviewed

The Lady:

electra has numerous reviews,including by me. Web photos are accurate, apart from redacted ink.
pamela i have not seen before . she is a well endowed lady, somewhat plumptious, with a terrific
natural pair, lovely face, hair ,lips, eyes. but if you like nubile,slender bodies, don't let this put you
off. both girls smiled, giggled and bantered throughout our meet.they are genuinely a well matched,
fun duo.

The Story:

Do you watch girl on girl porn .Go on , you know you do! Have you ever fantasised about watching it
for real. Are you wondering what they could they could have done to justify £480?
I said I wanted a full on show, and that the, filthier and more brazen and disgraceful they were
prepared to be , the more I would like it. The words " we don't do that " just aren't in their
vocabulary. I was slack jawed in
amazement at what they got up to and my assistance was sought on several occasions. After
having stripped, oiled ,snogged, licked, fingered,dildoed and rimmed each other almost to a stand
still ( one of them did take a break to piss all over my face) They turned their attention to me.
There were many highlights, too many to detail. my personal favourite was watching them FK. each
other across the top of my bell end. When I voiced my approval , they turned it into an absolute spit
and tongue fest.
In the end, the room was a total mess and I was a total wreck. We got through a mountain of towels
and we had all been in the shower at least 3 times. We called time slightly early in order to change
the bed, tidy up all the empty lube bottles and the puddles on the floor that Pamela had made.
One word of warning if you ask Pamela for water sports, be ready to get it by the bucketload!
My recommendation is; dont book less than an hour with these 2, otherwise you will never have
time to experience their full repertoire.
Punternet reviews have a no , neutral, or yes classification. In my opinion , there should be a new
higher rating of ESSENTIAL.
If either of you are reading this Thank you again .It really was outstanding 
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